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Introduction
“So, the monarch [butterfly] is also part of the protest, part of the
movement, with its drumbeat reverberating across the planet. The
tribal peoples of Earth are making their voices heard in so many ways.
Their mission is to reconnect the modern world with the circle of life
— a circle that much of humanity left behind maybe ten millennia ago,
in pursuit of the Agricultural Revolution and dominion over nature. In
the process, we’ve succeeded in changing the climate and, perhaps,
establishing a troubling new geological epoch. Now it’s time to
rethink ‘progress.’”
Robert C. Koehler 1

Water is key to the circle of life. 2 Water is a rare, non-renewable
natural resource.3 It moves through the Earth’s closed atmosphere in
continuous motion.4 Amazingly, the portion that is life-sustaining
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fresh water makes up less than three percent of all water within the
Earth’s atmosphere.5 Even more interesting is the reality that the
world’s growing population exists on the same recycled water that
sustained life billions of years ago. 6 Civilizations flourished where
water was plentiful.7 Those who live in the United States enjoy more
clean water than most of the world.8 When the U.S. news screams that
there is a water crisis in America,9 it is long past the time to take notice
and implement serious water protection with a vision for sustaining
future generations. Deteriorating infrastructure, climate change,
pollution, and population growth directly impact this water cycle upon
which all life is dependent.10 Climate change is rapidly exacerbating
the water crisis in the United States by changing the amount, timing,
form, and intensity of precipitation.11 As a result of these significant
changes there is a water scarcity, and scarcity breeds conflict.12
The path of conquering and abusing non-renewable natural resources
is not sustainable.13 The indigenous people’s way life has a different focus
than those from the Euro-American settlers. 14 This paper will trace a brief
history of relations between the Native Americans to the settlers to the
New World for the purposes of laying the foundation that explains the
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rights of the Native American tribes. Then there will be a discussion of
the tri-part Constitutional relationships of the Federal, State, and Indian
tribes. These relationships will be evaluated considering water protection
as it relates to this complex and often overlooked federal, state, and Indian
interconnection. There will be a discussion of the adversarial relationship
that the Tribes encountered in their history with the federal and state
government. Finally, it will be pointed out that environmental protections
are often most effective when implemented at the local level. Native
Americans have a significant role in connecting with local
government to require federal and state governments to protect their water
resources. To explain this position, there will be a case study of actions
by the Seminole Tribe of Florida in negotiating a compact with the State
of Florida and Miccosukee Tribe in Florida litigating against the state
Florida to protect water and their way of life.

I. NATIVE AMERICAN SOVEREIGNTY- PROTECTING THEIR
CULTURAL WAY OF LIFE
In 2016, in Cannon Ball, North Dakota, members of the Standing
Rock Sioux and thousands of other Native Americans from across the
country protested the building of the Dakota pipeline (DAPL) that
invaded sacred lands and threatened their water supply. 15 The government
neglected to complete the required impact studies and issued construction
permits without the consent of the tribal government.16 Native American
tribes united in protest, set up camps, and held prayer circles at the spirit
camp.17 They stood in opposition to the proposed pipeline that puts over
a thousand miles of the Missouri river at risk for contamination in the
event of a pipeline leak.18 Native Americans claim that treaties between
the U.S. government and the Great Sioux Nation are being broken.19 The
tribes’ peaceful protestors assert violations of the Fort Laramie Treaty
because permitting the pipeline through their lands ignores long standing
and hard fought Tribal land and water rights. 20 Militarized local law
enforcement shot rubber bullets, tased, arrested, and brutalized tribal
15
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members, journalists, and film crews. 21 The sheriff, supported by the
North Dakota national guard, claimed criminal trespass and other serious
felonies and forcibly evicted the unarmed peaceful “water protectors.”22
This is one of the continuing examples of the local, state, and federal
government abandoning their obligation to the indigenous people’s rights.
23

In the highly publicized controversy between the federal government
and the Lakota tribe, the Donald Trump administration gave the
greenlight to expedite the the Keystone Pipeline extension, designed to
transfer tar sand oil from Canada over the U.S. border traversing their
reservation lands.24 The developer planned the pipeline to span the south
end of the Cheyenne Sioux reservation.25 This permit approval signaled a
reversal of the Barack Obama administration’s commitment to reducing
carbon emissions from fossil fuels.26 Now, the federal government
returned to emphasizing economic growth over positioning the U.S. as a
leader in reversing climate change.27 The pipeline expansion project
continued forward despite opposition from private property owners,
environmental groups, and the Lakota, Nakota, and Dakota tribal
members.28 Nebraska blocked their own public serve department,
tasked with examing whether the pipeline was in the state’s public
interest, from reporting on the potential impact of an oil leak from the
pipeline on the extensive water resources in the area. 29 Misinformed
members of Congress went so far as to ask the Justice Department to
look into whether the pipeline protests could be considered acts of
21
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domestic terror and subsequently subjected to more serious charges. 30
Predictably, on November 16, 2017, hundreds of thousands of gallons
of oil leaked from the Keystone pipeline, leaving South Dakota
regulators looking into revoking the permit because of the recognition
that oil spills get into the groundwater. 31
These events and the response by the local, state, and federal
government law instead of breaking the spirit of the tribes spawned a
new generation of water protectors. 32 Indian tribes and environmental
groups are setting up resistance camps across the U.S. to bring attention
to the eminent harm of continued reliance on fossil fuels, and the threat
to water resources with the expanded use of pipelines. 33
When there is a water conflict, questioning who has the legal
right to the water, and how they came to have these rights, becomes
critical.34 Within the boundaries of the United States, there are three
Constitutionally-protected sovereignties which seek to claim
authority over the allocation and use of water within their jurisdiction:
the federal, the state, and the Indian tribes. 35 The fact that all life
needs water, and that water naturally moves freely between all
jurisdictions, makes creating one set of laws governing water a legal
nightmare, especially when there is a water crisis. 36 These conflicts
involve complex applications of law entangled in the tri-part
relationships of the federal government and the national interest, the
state governments and the local interest, and Indian Tribes protecting
their culture, land rights, and their members. 37
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American Indian tribes hold a key role in protecting water
resources because of their cultural relation to nature. 38 To the Indian
tribes, their way of life encompasses a spiritual relation to nature. 39
The tribes believe that water is the source of all life. 40 For the tribes,
water is a sacred element that ensures physical and psychological
well-being for all human beings. 41 Mini Wiconi, meaning Water is
Life, is the song and the war chant of the Lakota tribes as they join
with native and non-native people who see their land and water being
threatened.42 Under the Public Trust Doctrine, the federal government
has an obligation to protect the tribes and their way of life. 43 The tribal
duty to protect water, and the U.S. federal government’s obligation to
protect this way of life, necessitates a remedy for conflicts over water
rights, especially when there is degradation of land and water on or
near Indian lands. 44 Further, through the power of long-standing
treaties entered into between the tribes and the U.S. government, the
Native American’s water rights are bolstered by Supreme Court
decisions that hold these rights are protected by the Constitution.45
Further, because a tribe’s water rights are protected, they have the
authority to protect the rights of their members. 46 Through this
authority, tribes may choose to enter into negotiations with states to
form water compacts as an alternative to litigation. 47 This puts the
tribes in a unique position to be able to influence water protection
when there are differences with a state or local government arises,
because they can reach compromises that are influence by Native
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American customs and traditions surrounding the sacred nature of
water.48
To advance this argument, it is important to trace the Supreme
Court’s acknowledgment of tribal right of action to enforce property
interests under federal common law.49 In Worcester v. Georgia, Justice
Marshall wrote that the paradigm of federal-Indian relations was that of
the tribes seeking protection as a sovereign nation from the increasingly
powerful United States.50 Unfortunately, gradually lawmakers reframed
this nation-to-nation duty to protect to a relationship of extreme
dependency where the U.S. is the guardian over the Indian tribes and their
lands.51 The result is a misrepresentation of Worcester that creates a
legacy of confusion around Native American Sovereignty and subjugated
the Indian tribes legal rights to settlers expanding into the west.52 EuroAmerican settlers understanding of individual rights and ownership is not
the same as communal ownership to the indigenous people and the Court
recognized this disadvantage.53 Landmark water law cases and acts of
Congress established that land rights translated into water rights.54 The
indigenous people believe that nature belongs to no one, which contrasts
to the European explorers whose explorations were funded by the
monarchies in their respective countries.55 The Europeans came to
conquer and expand their powers by ownership of lands and resources,
and exercise dominion over the people that they conquered.56 There was
a dichotomy of ideology that undervalued the American Indian’s
culture.57 Even though the Founding Fathers memorialized the
interconnection between the federal, state, and Indian tribes in the
Constitution, history shows millions of Indian tribes were marginalized,
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murdered, and cheated out of their home lands.58 Despite efforts to erase
native heritage and convert the indigenous people to their beliefs, the
Indian tribes were not a conquered people.59 In fact, the treaties written
between the two sovereigns, the newly formed U.S. government and the
established tribes, still have legal force today.60 Therefore, due to the
federal government’s authority to protect Indian land and reservations
that exist amongst the states, it is reasonable for the tribes to assert
regulatory jurisdiction as water protectors at the local level .61 In fact, the
treaties written created a theoretical co-existence of the three separate
sovereignties: the Tribal nations, the federal government, and the
individual states.62 Current relations with the federal government, the
state of Florida, and the Seminole and Miccosukee tribes in Florida, will
be discussed as an example of the positive impact that the tribes have on
protecting water not only for tribes, but also the non-native citizens.
Finally, it will be pointed out that implementing and enforcing
environmental protections can be most effective when implemented at the
local level.63 Because Indian reservations exist amongst the states and
have federal protection, the tribes have unique opportunity to be able to
connect with local governments to engage federal and state governments
to protect natural resources .64 As an example, this article will look at the
Seminole and the Miccosukee tribes in Florida and their efforts to protect
their water rights. The claims that these tribes make on the federal and
state government to safeguard water reveals a broader benefit for both
native and non-native citizens. 65
58
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The Native American way of life not only is a belief system that
offers solutions to the environmental water crisis, but a Constitutionally
protected right that provides safeguards of water as an invaluable
resource.66 United States water policy follows the ideology of the
conqueror instead of a co-existent life force with nature that exacerbates
the threat to mankind.67 Major changes in water policy need to be
solidified in consultation with the indigenous tribes who must invoke their
legitimate right to protection.68 Now is the opportunity to facilitate the
ushering in of a united consciousness of the value of limited water
resources.69

II. NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS AND JURISDICTIONAL
CONFIGURATIONS
“Tribes are treated differently from other groups due to their ties to
the indigenous peoples of North America. These ties comprise a
constitutional minimum requirement for federal tribal recognition.
This constitutional understanding of tribes derives from the
international law origins of the federal-tribal relationship and is
reflected in contemporary case law and federal regulations.” 70

The Native Americans’ claim is based on the legal precedent that by
living within the U.S. boundaries they are a pre-Constitutional sovereign
nation.71 While the express land rights of these self-governing people are
not mentioned in the Constitution, the Supreme Court clearly rules that
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the indigenous peoples’ land title rights exist and did so prior to the arrival
of the colonists.72
Further, the federal government has a fiduciary obligation to protect
these rights.73 Of preeminent importance, inherent in Native American
sovereign rights, is the Native American people’s cultural identity that is
indivisible from protection of the earth and resources.74 Unfortunately,
while the Supreme Court states that the U.S. must adhere to their trust
responsibility, the inconsistent actions on the part of the federal
government divest tribes of rights and limit sovereign powers.75
Statutory actions by Congress further complicate and limit the
relationships between the Native Americans, the federal government, and
the states.76 Some statutes try to assimilate the tribes into the
“mainstream” European Judeo-Christian society, while others “bolstered
the standing, independence, and capacity of tribal governments in the
United States.”77 Disputes between the indigenous people and those
invading their territory continue today, impacting land rights, natural
resource rights, and land access.78
When the executive or legislative branches of the federal government
or individual state governments enact policies that effect Native
American land rights or degrade their natural resources, the federal
government has an obligation to listen and deal fairly with the Native
Americans as prominent stakeholders at the decision-making table.79
Native Americans may seek remedy for the harm connected to the
mishandling of Indian assets by the government.80 In addition, Native
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Americans’ have First Amendment rights81 to protest under the Indian
Civil Rights Act of 1968 (ICRA).82

A. Recognition of Indigenous Title Rights
Indigenous people are native to the place that they live and they were
the first on the continent.83 When population expands, it places increasing
demands on land, water, and other natural resources.84 Conflicts arise over
how these resources are to be used, especially in regards to
overconsumption, or type of use, by one group to the disadvantage or
harm of others.85 The example at DAPL, is one of these conflicts.86 There
is increasing support and interest for legal recognition of indigenous, or
aboriginal, title rights of those who live in territories that were colonized
by Europeans, particularly those colonized by the British in the United
States.87 The single-minded model for economic growth and private
property rights conflicts with that of the indigenous people.88 When the
Eurocentric ideology of property rights conflicts with internationally
recognized rights of an indigenous people, the indigenous rights are often
supplanted. 89 Just because the law is disregarded, does not make it any
less the law.90
B. International Law and Recognition of Indigenous Title Rights
Acceptance of the indigenous people’s land rights is a matter of
international law.91
81
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These moral and legal land rights are conveniently ignored by those
looking to dispossess others of their property. 92 The truth is millions of
indigenous people occupied the territories long before settlers’ arrived
and created their judicial system. 93 The indigenous ideology embraces a
communal stewardship and a deeply felt spiritual and emotional nexus
with the land and its fruits.94 The non-exclusive right to land is seen not
as the individual’s bundle of sticks, but is the communal concerns of those
who stand in a particular relationship.95 The United Nations recognizes
that that there is a duty to consult indigenous people, 96 which applies
directly to environmental concerns because the Native American way of
life is integrally tied to the land.97 Where American Indian law fails to
properly protect the first Americans, there is a more recent push by the
tribes to claim their domestic rights to “land, culture, and selfdetermination.”98 International human rights law provides the opportunity
for revitalization of indigenous identity, and their ancestral claims to the
land they inhabit and its resources.99 Exploitation of natural resources
impacts this politically vulnerable population. When the federal
government refuses to consult with local Native American tribes when
making energy policy, it is the federal government that is violating
domestic and international law.100
C. Native American Title Rights: Continuous Use and Occupancy
The establishment of sovereignty by a European colonial power
conveyed actual title by “continuous use and occupancy ‘for a long time’
prior to the loss of the property.”101 The Supreme Court recognized the
indigenous people’s title to the land in the 1835 case Mitchel v. United
States, that articulated that the indigenous people do not have to prove
possession because their use of the land for hunting or fishing was as
92
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much an actual possession as fields cleared by settlers, who followed the
individual private property concept of title.102 The original transfers of
land, based on treaties and agreements between Native American tribes
and the colonists, were often based on coercion and misunderstanding.103
As the Native Americans were pushed west out of their territory, some
were able to retain considerable amounts of land and keep their tribal
structures and unity.104 By the late 1800s, unfair governmental actions
reduced the power of inherent traditional indigenous people’s land rights
and the treaties that protected those rights to nothing. 105 Today, although
weakened by the history of battles resisting termination and assimilation,
Indian tribal rights continue to prioritize reserving water for agricultural
and fishing that are integral to sustaining their way of life. 106
1. Indian Sovereignty and the Discovery Doctrine
The newcomers to America embraced the discovery doctrine, a root
theory by which people from Europe laid claim to land as successors to
the indigenous tribes.107 Chief Justice John Marshall authored the opinion
for Johnson v. McIntosh, a cornerstone case on federal Indian law,
recognizing Indian sovereignty because “they were here first.”108 Judge
Marshall reasoned that because the British government had rights to the
lands occupied by the Indians, these rights passed to the United States.109
In a convenient shift in legal reasoning, title by discovery placed
government rights above the valid rights of the Native Americans.110 In
applying the discovery doctrine, the Supreme Court exempted themselves
from ruling on lands that transferred prior to establishing of the
Constitution.111 Subsequently, the court classified this legal presumption
102
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as the “right of conquest to the case of the Indian savages,” and thus,
subordinate to the absolute, ultimate title of the government.112 Even
though the discovery doctrine is considered good law today, it is incorrect
to say that the lands were conquered when, in fact, conflicts and
negotiations over land were settled by treaties and agreements and not
through subrogation.113

2. The Federal Trust Responsibility
As immigration, colonization, and statehood enveloped Indian lands
and the new Americans became more powerful, better fed, and better
armed, federal policy had the freedom to revert to its true
philosophical orientation toward Indigenous peoples: that it is the
divine right and mandate of “civilized” peoples to dominate,
subjugate, annihilate, and assimilate Indigenous people culturally,
linguistically, technologically, ethnically, racially, and spiritually. 114

When making the treaties with the tribes, the federal government
made a promise to protect Indian ways of life, government, and
economies.115 The federal trust responsibility created a fiduciary
obligation of the federal government to a trust relationship with tribes and
individual Indians.116 The duties include treaties, statutes, or statements
that create a legal and moral obligation to benefit the trustee.117 The
doctrine, developed from political relationships or promises, entitled the
tribes not only to federal protection, but also the right to self-governance
and independence.118 In what reads like a checklist of limitations on
enforcing rightful government to government relationships, the “Marshall
trilogy of cases” limited the power of inherent sovereignty and are the
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lasting framework that weakened, but did not terminate, Native American
sovereign rights.119
The significance of Justice Marshall’s rulings in this trilogy of cases
involving disputes between states, the different Indian tribes, and the
federal government is that the Supreme Court gave the federal
government the fiduciary oversite of the tribes.120 Thus, this quasi
sovereign designation requires provision and oversite by the federal
government.121 While this ruling protects the Native Americans from state
interference, arguably it had the effect of diminishing the power to selfdetermine by putting them under the guardianship of the federal
government.122 The problem is that the federal trust responsibility is not
property law.123 Mary Wood reasons that in the time of the treaties that
the protections were needed to protect the Native Americans from
intrusion from settlers.124 Today she suggests that tribal protection is
needed as a shield from environment threats from industry and the
governmental policy, and that tribal lawyers need to modify the trust
relationship for recognition of a sovereign trust. 125

3. Treaties: A Transfer of Land Rights
The federal government settled the long, often-violent, battles over
settlers’ intrusion into Indian country by treaties and agreements.126 The
first treaties of peace and friendship looked for allegiance to the United
States, due to fears that the Indian nations might join with other foreign
nations to rise up against settlers.127 Subsequently, the treaties became a
moral avenue to take land from the tribes.128 While no one knows for sure,
modern scholars believe more than 16 million indigenous people lived in
the area that is now the United States prior to Columbus arriving in
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1492.129 The colonists were outnumbered, and winning by conquest was
an unreasonable proposition.130 The intrinsic misunderstanding over the
concept of land ownership between the indigenous people and the
colonists involved not only the permanent transfer of land rights, but
permission for the settlers to use the land.131 Because of the language
barriers, the Indians negotiators signed treaties with the white man that
provided not only peaceful assess to their tribal lands, but also
inadvertently conveyed the land inself.132 They exchanged guns,
ammunition, open trade, and prestige for title to millions of acres priceless
land in unfair agreements written under a property ownership concept that
meant nothing to them.133 Over three hundred treaties were negotiated and
ratified between 1778 and 1871.134 Subsequently, the settlers’ and miners’
wagon trains, protected by the federal government and its Old World view
of law, roled unhindered through tribal lands pushings millions of
indigenous people from their homelands separating them from their
traditional way of life. 135
D. Indian Sovereignty: Cultural Identity and Legal Precedence
Indian Sovereignty is “both a wellspring of authority and control,
and a shield against external interference. It connects tribal communities
to their history and their ancestors because it represents an inherent selfgoverning authority that has been passed from generation to generation,
from time immemorial to present-day tribal governments.”136 Tribal
sovereignty stirs an emotional, social, and cultural meaning that
transcends legal and political definitions.137 To the Native American,
inherent sovereignty means having rights to their “language and buffalo
medicine” that forms the foundation of who they are, and attempts to
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sustain their survival.138 Ancient Native American traditions teach that the
land and water are not commodities to be bought and sold but “legacies
to be preserved for the Seventh Generation.”139 Water’s life force,
symbolized by the feminine Mother Earth, rushes from the mother at
birth.140 Protecting the purity of springs is still a deep spiritual
responsibility.141 As stated previously, the American Indians communal
concept of land, and the renewing of life’s force through water, is foreign
to the European concept of expand and conquer.142
III.

LIMITATIONS ON NATIVE AMERICAN SOVEREIGNTY

Closely connected to the discovery doctrine were the programs of
assimilation.143 Congress’ powers to regulate trade between the states and
the tribes was fully expanded under the interpretation of the Commerce
Clause.144 Native culture was a threat to the settler in the expanded west,
and ethnic cleansing was seen as a natural progression over a conquered
people.145 The Indian ghost dances that symbolized unity and all that was
Indian instilled a consuming fear in the hearts and minds of the
surrounding non-Indian people.146 It was this fear that was used as the
excuse to round up and exterminate Indians such as at Wounded Knee.147
The inherent right to self-determination based on the foundations of
indigenous tradition such as “oral history, lifeways, spirituality , and
language” of the tribes gave way to the justification of a right to dominion
over conquered lands.148 Ironically, this wrongful devaluing of Indian
sovereignty is the argument for special solicitude, that provides standing
for the Tribes to sue in court.149
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A. Congressional Regulations of Land Use and Ownership
As the expansion westward continued, settlers, explorers, and miners
laid claim to lands rich in the resources that they wanted.150 Congress, at
the height of the land grab, passed the General Allotment Act of 1887,
commonly referred to as the Dawes Act.151 The Act began reducing
Native American lands from 156 million acres to 48 million acres in 1934
by returning excess Indian lands to public domain lands.152 Congress
reasoned that Native Americans no longer needed all this land and, over
a period of years, proceeded to convert the land from trust lands to
ownership in fee simple.153 This revision of the original Indian land rights
policy of “clearing the land of its indigenous populations so that it could
be controlled and annexed … resulted in genocide in the form of
unthinkable numbers of massacres.”154
B. Assimilation Policies and Natural Resource Exploitation
In 1868, the U.S. government and the Great Sioux Nation signed the
Fort Laramie Treaty to end the war waged over the invasion of Indian
territory by white settlers.155 The treaty provided that the Black Hills
located in what is now South Dakota belonged to the tribe, promised
subsistence rations, and continued access to non-territorial hunting
grounds.156 Miners, however, soon discovered valuable natural resources
in the hills and began invading.157 In breach of the agreement, Congress
passed the Act of 1877, that legitimized the white man invasion and
substituted incremental payments on a total of six million dollars owed to
the Tribe from the original treaty.158 This debt did not get paid.159 Until
1946, there was no appropriate court for litigation and redress of the
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government’s breach of a treaty.160 It took eighty years for the tribes to
find redress for the unlawful taking of their lands.161
IV. THE ROLE OF SOVEREIGNTY IN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Located within the boundaries of the United States, the Indian tribes,
each a self-governing nation finds itself engulfed in the U.S. economy,
one of the largest in the world.162 The U.S. market is integrally tied to the
discovery, development, and transportation of energy products for
consumption in the U.S. and around the world.163 The U.S. economy is
bolstered both as a major supplier of energy resources and a voracious
consumer of energy.164 Native American lands hold the potential for
massive amounts of energy resources.165 Native American sovereign
rights to land and water are emerging at the epicenter of the energy
dialogue.166 There is a clash between the demand for energy and the need
for sustainable energy that supports the Native American way of life.167
As evidenced after the 2016 U.S. presidential elections, political shifts in
power can change the focus from the necessity of reducing carbon
emissions from fossil fuels that science shows is causing climate change,
to energy independence based on intensified exploitation and extraction
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of coal, oil, and natural gas.168 These shifts in policy directly impact the
tribal nations existing within the U.S.169
A. Economic Analysis
After the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OAPEC) induced the oil crisis in the 1970s, the U.S. energy policy
shifted to prioritizing in reducing dependence on energy imports,
particularly oil.170 The United States overdependence on imported oil left
the U.S. economy vulnerable to countries politically antagonistic to the
United States.171 The oil and gas companies adjusted their operations
focusing on energy production in Canada and the United States.172
Untapped Native Americans lands were looked at hungrily as an
extension of the emerging policy to exploit resources closer to the
American consumer.173 The economic success of this industry depends on
availability of natural resources, affordability of procuring them, ability
to easily transport to refineries, and reliability of being able to provide the
products to end users.174 Because the U.S. economy at that time was
completely oil dependent, the federal government prioritized shifting
policy and passing laws that promised a consistent supply of oil. 175 Fossil
fuels are still the number one source of energy in the U.S..176 Fossil fuels
are also environmentally costly during every part of the process.177
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B. Conflicts in Policy- Non-renewable Energy Sources, The Tribes, and
Climate Change
There is overwhelming evidence of the negative environmental
impacts of all four traditional forms of energy: coal, oil, natural gas, and
nuclear power.178 Energy exploration, development, processing, and
transportation involves massive tracts of land. 179 Open and untouched
Indian lands are fair game for those looking for access to these
resources.180 The historic loss of Indian lands results in sustained
challenges through loss of identity, marginalization, poverty, and abuse
of tribal land rights.181 The injustice suffered by these people in proportion
to their natural resource rich land holdings shows that they are
disadvantaged by almost every standard compared to the U.S. society that
surrounds them. 182 This includes disparity in income, education, housing,
standard of health, and life expectancy.183 Native American lands are rich
in coal.184 Estimates of thirty percent of U.S. coal are located on native
lands.185 In the Pacific Northwest, the Navaho nation recognizes that toxic
coal dust from transporting coal pollutes the air, poisons the waterways,
and contaminates their salmon food source.186 Within the individual tribes
there are deep conflicts over whether to participate in the expanded use of
natural resource exploration on Indian lands.187 Extreme poverty within
the communities makes the lure of selling or leasing mining rights in
Indian country an attractive option.188 Wanting to be self-sufficient, the
tribes contract with the coal industry that promises money for the coal and
desperately needed jobs for the unemployed living on the reservations.189
Many tribal leaders believe a coal economic injection will sustain life.190
In contrast, others within the tribe do not want the expansion of the coal
178
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industry because they believe that their voices speaking Mother Earth
outweighs any economic benefit.191 For these tribal members sacrificing
clean air and water is a breach of their sacred trust duty.192
In 2015, 197 countries from around the world came together to
address the threat of climate change.193 Other countries looked to the
United States as one of the largest producers of greenhouse gas emissions
to commit to reducing their carbon footprint.194 Even if the U.S.
government lacks the political will to provide necessary oversight to
reduce emissions that disrupt the earth’s climate, the Native Americans
that own fifty-five million acres of land within the U.S. boundary, 195 as
sovereign nations, can join with the other indigenous people from around
the planet and speak with one voice.196 Further, the tribes have the legal
right to force the government to act to protect the interests of the tribes.197
The tribes holistic understanding of the world, based on a special
relationship with nature, and an appreciation of the sacred nature of the
earth, has the power to seep into U.S. energy policy to transform from the
ideology of the conqueror to embracing the role of protectors.198
Evolved technologies create a glut in domestic oil and gas available
for consumption, and oil and gas drilling carry significant hazards.199
During the extraction process, which includes invasive drilling, wells,
access roads, processing facilities, and pipelines, water is degraded and
left with solids, heavy metals, hydrocarbons, and radioactive materials in
concentrations that make it unsuitable for human consumption and
difficult to dispose of.200
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Global warming is impacted by emission from burning gas products
by consumers.201 A major impact of the greenhouse effects includes: polar
ice caps melting, and subsequent desalination of the oceans which will
kill off wild life; increased probability and intensity of droughts and heat
waves; warmer waters and more hurricanes; spread of disease; and
negative economic consequences as the direct result these effects.202 This
has a significant impact on the lives of any tribe whose sustenance
revolves around hunting, fishing, or agriculture.203 “Reciprocity—respect
for and responsibility to—wildlife and natural resources is embedded in
indigenous cultures. Reciprocal relationships are fundamental to how
tribes will respond to climate impacts.”204 This is how the federal
government, in opposition to western thought, must respond to the Indian
tribes.
In December of 2015, the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change included the rights of indigenous people in the adoption
of a global agreement that climate change posed an urgent and potentially
irreversible threat to human societies and the planet, and called for the
widest possible cooperation by all countries to reduce the global
greenhouse emissions.205 In the meantime, the U.S. Senate passed a bill
that would grant the right of Indian tribes to have oil and gas extracted
from their ancestral lands in a streamlined fashion.206 The bill amended
the Energy Policy Act of 1992, which directed the Department of the
Interior to provide Indian tribes with technical assistance in planning their
energy resource development programs.207 The bill allowed the pooling
of tribal resources with other energy resources, and amended the
requirement for the Department of the Interior’s approval of leases.208 The
bill further revised the process by which a third-party complaint suffering
201
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an adverse environmental impact due to tribe’s noncompliance.209 The
bill included expediting of oil and gas permitting, electricity generation,
water planning transmission planning, and other energy uses. 210 Heavily
lobbied for by oil and gas corporations, the authors of the bill received
hundreds of thousands of dollars in campaign contributions, justifying
passing the bill because it “would be a crucial step in furthering efforts
by Congress to encourage economic development throughout Indian
Country.”211 This bill, or one similar, is likely to be revived because
Congress and the Trump administration strongly support further fossil
fuel development.212
Transporting the oil and gas to refineries, businesses, and homes is a
massive project.213 Oil is transmitted by supertankers across the ocean and
moved by land, pipeline, rail, and trucks.214 Oil spills cause serious
environmental threats that can last for decades.215 Besides harmful effects
on humans, the oil kills marine life and vegetation, can modify feeding
habitats, disrupt shell life, and cause slow suffocation. 216
Controversy over siting pipelines through Native American land and
within proximity of major water supplies has been in the front-page
headlines for several years.217 When President Trump took office, his
executive directives reversed decisions made by the previous
administration that supported the tribes position that without consent
there is no access.218 Trump expedited the approval of the Dakota Pipeline
and approved the permitting of the cross-border Keystone Pipeline XL
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expansion.219 Both land access disputes are vehemently opposed by not
only the tribes that are directly impacted, but by broad support and
protests, which have swelled in challenging the latest threat to tribal
lands.220 Swayed by Indian lobbying efforts and President Obama’s desire
for success with the Paris Climate Agreement, the pipeline was
temporarily halted.221 The permit to build the pipeline was issued under a
general permit for 250 sites across the country slated for possible
locations of energy locations.222 The Sable Pipeline running from Georgia
to Florida is another pipeline that that people are protesting.223
Unfortunately, the permitting and construction was underway prior to
public awareness of the project, and traverses the vulnerable aquifer for
public consumption.224 The water protectors set up a camp in protest of
the pipeline that traverses the Suwannee River.225
Native American lands are proposed locations to store and dump
radioactive waste from nuclear power plants.226 The U.S. proposed that
nuclear waste from power plants was to be stored on Yucca Mountain,
located near Native American lands in Nevada.227 On the Navajo lands in
Colorado, uranium mining causes contamination in air, groundwater,
streams, and soil.228 The debate over tribal authority to protect themselves
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from the imminent threat of contamination by activity on non Indian lands
is still not resolved.229
While historically disadvantaged by legal, administrative, and
congressional policies that ignore the rightful status of the tribes as a
sovereign people, tribal communities’ are crucial participants in
understanding and responding to current environmental crisis.230 Under
the trust responsibility, now administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA), the U.S. government is required to consult with the tribal
governments before taking any actions that impact the resources, cultural
practices, or traditionally important cultural or religious lands on federally
managed lands.231
Despite the current administration’s heightened economic focus on
using non renewable energy sources, each brings limitations and
liabilities particularly in fossil fuel emissions that exacerbate climate
change.232 Coal and gas extraction poisons the air, water, and ground.233
Nuclear by-products leave radioactive waste, cause water pollution,
forecast catastrophic effects in the case of a melt-down, and threaten
national security.234 Finding, producing, moving, and using oil (petroleum
products) causes air, water, and land pollution.235 There are over fifty
million acres of land within the U.S. that are part of the Indian trust
lands.236 Even though pipelines are an efficient mode of transport for
extracted resources, existing and planned pipelines encroach on the
protected land belonging to the tribes.237 Government policy developed
without consultation with the tribes becomes the newest assault not only
on native environmental concerns, but also additional devaluation to the
tribal sovereignty.238 Threats to the environment ignore the authority of
229
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the indigenous people to manage their own lands and resources.239
Already a vulnerable population, the tribes depend heavily on their natural
resources for economic and sacred cultural identity. 240 This is especially
true for tribes that lack federal recognition and therefore are most at risk
when climate change alters the landscape and ecosystems on treatyprotected land.241 When hunting, fishing, and traditional gathering sites
shift, and plants, animals, and aquatic species disappear, tribes would be
legally unable to defend themselves from the surrounding non-indigenous
population.242 Native sovereignty and right to self-determine is grounded
in an ancient way of life.243 Rather than increasing the use of
nonrenewable resources, it makes far more sense to combine the
traditional knowledge and land-management practices of the native elders
with Western science and technology.244 The tribes demonstrate that their
way of life adapts and endures through colonialism, genocide, forced
relocation, and climate events.245
C. Sovereignty and Environmental Law
In order to fortify tribal sovereignty and to codify their
environmental ethics, the tribes can write their own environmental
laws.246 Congress, however, has plenary power to legislate over subject
matter in Indian country.247 In the 1970s, the federal government enacted
several environmental laws that expanded federal regulations over the
risks from air pollution, water pollution, waste disposal, and chemical
production.248 It is estimated that tribal lands collectively have the
potential to create one trillion dollars in revenue from the traditional,
natural resources of coal, gas, and oil, alternative resources like biofuels,
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and from the renewable resources of wind, water, and solar.249 Although,
there is potential for development of natural resources in Indian country,
there is concern that there can be a steep increase in pollution.250 In order
to shield themselves and surrounding non-native lands, tribes can pass
environmental laws governing their territory.251 Banning fracking for
natural gas, for example, can reduce the risk of polluting groundwater.252
Tribes pass laws governing their community that mitigate the impact of
climate change.253 Tribal jurisdiction over non-native citizens living,
hunting, or fishing on their land is limited to their own citizens because
the tribe’s inherent sovereignty does not extend to non-citizens and nonIndian land.254 Government policy under the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) gave the tribes the same right as states (tribes-as-states
(TAS)) to enforce their own environmental statutes as long as they met
the federal minimums.255 Further, Congress enacted laws such as the
Tribal Energy Resource Agreement (TERA) and the Health Expedite and
Advance Responsible Tribal Homeownership Act (HEARTH) that
encourage development on tribal lands.256
Tribal action on establishing environmental laws vary, and relatively
few of the federally recognized tribes currently have a full environmental
code in place.257 This may be in part because of the historical and ongoing
social inequality that tribes face in maintaining their very existence.258
Increasing inclusion and integration of the Indigenous perspective,
providing federal government support for environmental programs, and
raising public awareness would provide the opportunity for encouraging
participation on the part of the tribes in protecting their own lands.259
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D. Indian Sovereignty and the Right to Sue
Given their sovereign status, the Indian tribes have crucial role in
protecting the environment.260 In 2007, the Supreme Court lowered the
burden for a state as the plaintiff to sue for damages that resulted from
environmental harm in the case Massachusetts v. EPA.261 The ruling in
Massachusetts provides that states in their sovereign status have an
expanded role in litigating climate change issues in federal court. 262 The
Court reasoned that states have special solicitude to represent the interest
of its citizens and, therefore, standing to sue a government regulatory
agency if they do not follow the guidelines for environmental protections
under federal law.263 In 1832, in Worcester v. Georgia, the Court had
already solidified the power of the federal government over states and the
tribes.264 In that case, the Court established that only the federal
government and not the states have power to regulate Indian tribes.265
Hence, the states and the tribes are on the same level in terms of
sovereignty.266 The special solicitude, therefore, can be attributed to the
Indian tribes when they sue to protect their members and their sovereign
lands.267 Under the mantel of the Massachusetts ruling, tribes can sue
federal government agencies when they fail to enforce federal regulatory
environmental protections.268
E. Congressi Affirms the Power of the Tribes under the Clean Water Act
In 1987, Congress amended the federal EPA regulations under the
Clean Water Act (CWA) to allow Indian tribes to be treated the same as
states (TAS) for establishing water quality standards up to the exterior
260
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boundaries of their reservations.269 In 2001, the state of Wisconsin sought
to overturn the decision by arguing that states have the sole right to
regulate water.270 The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals unanimously
affirmed that it is reasonable that the Indian tribes could regulate water
quality under the CWA.271 This standard is the similar to those of the
states.272 Without getting into the discussion of the whether or not the
Indian tribes sufficiently utilize this power, for purposes of this article, it
affirms that the Indian tribes have sovereign jurisdiction over water
quality standards on the surface waters on their reservations.273
F. The Judiciary – Adjudication in Environmental Case Law
The judiciary is a necessary component for supporting enforcement
of environmental law.274 Enforcing environmental laws disrupts
economic norms and are very controversial.275 The judiciary plays a key
role in protecting the environment.276 Once Congress enacts
environmental legislation, the courts can step in to see that the purposes
of the environmental protections do not get lost or misdirected.277 It is far
too easy for the federal and state bureaucratic committees and
subcommittees to get lost in an economic cost benefit analysis when it
comes to regulating the protection of natural resources. 278 The “Water is
Life” chant of the Native American tribes questions the notion that
material progress should be at the epicenter of the purpose for rules and
regulations.279 Courts are inclined to make decisions in environmental
lawsuits based on a cost benefit analysis.280 Since the 1970’s when
sweeping legislation ushered in decades of new environmental protection,
269
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the Court still struggles with how to balance the government’s role in
protecting private property rights, the economic responsibility of
protecting the environment, what is in the the best interests of the
community including the Indian tribes.281 In a challenge to the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Court recognized it had a duty to
balance protecting the natural environment with recognizing the need for
economic progress.282 The cost to implement, litigate, and provide
remedy are extremely high.283 Courts can provide balance by reviewing
protection of the environment with heightened scrutiny and the
understanding that judicial rulings impact not only injuries to the
plaintiffs now also ecologically impacts to the public interest far into the
future.284 Many judges are not persuaded by the importance of
environmental protection laws, and are not apt to trigger environmental
regulations in judicial decisions.285 Businesses are often the victor.286
What must be recognized is that the judiciary continues to play a key role
in protecting the environment.287
V. PROTECTORS OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Congress amended the Clean Water Act (CWA) in 1987 to allow
tribes with a governing body, and water within the boundaries of the
reservation, to manage their water resources.288 Up until the 1970s
western civilization allowed for the degradation of irreplaceable natural
resources while the indigenous cultures fought to preserve what remained
of their pristine lands and waters.289 For Native Americans, life already
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equaled the earth and its resources.290 Before the tribes knew that the lands
they inhabited were paradise, and they could not comprehend why the
intruders from the east were determined to destroy all that was Indian as
well as America itself.”291 Native American people believe this life is
inherent in all humans as a right. 292 Their legal system is a cultural
sovereignty that sees a person’s self image on the same level of relevance
as a legal strategy for making a claim of these rights. 293 Creating policy
or litigating rights that are based in a human right contrasts with the EuroAmerican based conqueror legal theory that continues to appear in
controversies involving environmental protection.294
A. Safeguarding Native Water Rights
The Court’s earliest opinions establishing the distribution of
power between the federal government and the states without
providing for the status of the Indian tribes nevertheless created a
fiduciary relationship with the indigenous peoples to protect their way
of life. 295 The Court included in this obligation a recognition that
Indian water rights pre-date the establishment of treaties and the
Indian reservations. 296 The Court recognized that the tribes reserved
water rights to and by themselves, and that these were not rights given
to them.297 These reserved rights extended for reservation purposes,
for indigenous practices, and for prevention of interference by nonIndian uses of the water.298 The 1908 Supreme Court case Winters v.
United State, memorialized Indian reserved water rights in the western
states of the indigenous people.299 Here, the Court limited the non-Indian
290
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water users access to water, to the extent that it took from the agricultural
needs of the tribe.300 The Court reasoned that to do so would be a
fundamental assumption upon which the tribes would agree when making
a treaty.301 In the 1905 Supreme Court case Winans v. United States, the
Court affirmed that not only on-reservation, but also off-reservation
protections existed for fishing and hunting beyond the boundaries of the
reservations established in the treaties.302 It is important to distinguish that
the Court recognized that reserved rights are established when the
indigenous people granted the settlers use and access to the lands they
already inhabited and not a right that they attained when making Treaty
agreements.303 Intent to reserve rights was implicit beyond the
reservations because the reservation settlements were too small to allow
for protection of the nomadic hunting way of life known to the tribes.304
The government hoped to “civilize the tribes into an agrarian culture” and
therefore further the evidence that the tribes had reserved water rights
because water is a necessary element for agriculture.305
In 1963, the Supreme Court confirmed in Arizona v. California, that
reserved water rights on the Indian reservations are to include agricultural
and related uses and a purpose that benefits the Indians.306 The Court
ruled that the federal government has the power to set aside water for
tribal use.307 State courts must apply federal law when settling water
disputes involving the Indian tribes.308 Additionally, Congress, under the
Property Clause and the Commerce Clause, was authorized to act upon
the waters and the Indian tribes.309 These rights were protected into
perpetuity, and only Congress could change these water rights, if and
when they terminate a reservation.310 Even if this authority is not
state water rights, necessary to meet the purposes of each federal Indian reservation.
Thus, the Court firmly cemented tribal water rights into the legal landscape of the
Western U.S. Despite the case’s profound ruling, its narrow scope left a legacy of
uncertainty and conflict between state water law and tribal reserved water rights”).
300
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claimed or acknowledged, it is abundantly clear that the Supreme
Court and the Constitution have not only the obligation, but the
authority, to protect the Indian tribes. Elevating recognition of the
water rights of the indigenous people is a powerful tool when water
quality, water abuse, and water access are being threatened anywhere
near tribal lands.
Indian tribes in the western United States rely on the Winters doctrine
where the Court held that the tribes have a reserved right to the water
within the boundaries of their reservations.311 In this case, the Court ruled
that land developers could not intentionally divert water away from the
Fort Belknap Indian Reservation in Montana under the treaty agreement
entered into with the U.S. government in 1988.312 The United States,
acting as trustee for the tribe, sued the defendants whose upstream town
in 1905 cut off the water supply for the reservation located to the south.313
The expanding non-native community redirected the water the tribe
needed for feeding cattle, drinking water, fishing, and hunting. 314 If the
tribe lost access to water, the court reasoned, it contradicted the purpose
of creating the reservation.315 The goal of establishing reservations was to
assimilate the tribes into a white, agricultural, and Christian society. 316
The Court based its rational on the logic that the tribe would not sign away
their rights to water in the treaty. 317 The Winters case not only laid the
foundation for Indian reservation water rights, it created precedent for
determining disputes over water rights that are asserted to be perfected
under state law.318
While the federal, state, and Indian tribes interact in the final
determination of water rights, water resource allocation is generally
governed by state law.319 Under state water law in the west, the rights are
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litigated typically under the prior appropriation doctrine.320 In those
states, where there are often severe water shortages, one acquires the right
to divert water from its natural source for another beneficial use.321 There
must be a continued, beneficial use to maintain the right, and priority of
right is based on the date of the initial diversion.322 Since there are few
state appropriation rights that pre-date the Indian reservations, tribal
claims for protection of surface waters on, or near, the reservations take
preference and are enforceable.323
State water rights of the states to the east of the Great Plains are
usually governed by the common law doctrine of riparian water rights.324
In those states landowners that are adjacent to a water resource have the
right to reasonable use of that resource.325 The water right is subject to
availability and reasonable use by others who are similarly situated.326
Therefore, the tribes in the east where water is historically more plentiful,
have a different set of challenges when these rights are challenged.327 The
quantity of water that is reasonable for the users to access is not part of
the methodology in determining riparian rights.328 Riparian rights are
determinative of the way the water is used, and not the apportionment.329
The riparian doctrine falls short in being able to provide by the current
legal standard in disputes between tribes and the state government, and
also in disputes involving interstate disputes.330 Another issue is water
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quality requirements for human and wildlife needs that cannot be
guaranteed under a riparian theory of water rights.331
B. Energy and Natural Resources in FloridaThe state of Florida’s growing population relies on electricity for its
major energy source and has a large agricultural sector that requires a lot
of water.332 The EPA delegates its authority to regulate water quality
under the CWA to the state, and it is then implemented at the local
level.333 Currently, natural gas is the dominant fuel source for traditional
electricity generation.334 The natural gas comes through pipelines from
out of state sources.335 Pipelines are an efficient form of transport for
hydrocarbons like natural gas in Florida.336 The increasing frequency of
their use brings significant challenges to Indian tribes. 337 Controversies
over the location of a pipeline through native lands without the required
consultation, disproportionally impacts the Indian tribes.338 The Indian
tribes as plaintiffs are at a disadvantage to contest permitting and siting
processes.339 The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services’ Office of Energy (FDACS OOE) is a state agency that regulates
energy policy and evaluates energy related studies, analyses, and
stakeholder input.340 FDACS OOE uses available state and federal funds
to develop and manage energy efficiency, renewable energy, and energy
education programs throughout the state.341 The underground in Florida
is porous, and water seeps into the deep aquifers and is used as the state’s
source of fresh water.342 Identifying industrial point source or non-point
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source polluters can be difficult .343 Water use within the state is regulated
through the federal, state, and local government.344 The water in Florida
is managed at the state level by five separate water management
districts.345 Permits for water use requires that the applicant must
demonstrate the water use will be reasonable and beneficial (similar to the
doctrine of prior appropriation), will not interfere with an existing use,
and will be in the public interest.346 Most of Florida’s water is
concentrated in the northern part of the state, while the population lives
more in the southern part.347 The water management districts are under
the Florida Constitutional authority of the governor who must prioritize
the increasing demands for water from the agricultural sector, urban
development, and protecting the environment 348 Competing interests
reflecting the politics of the administration impact how water is allowed
to be used.349 There are two federally recognized tribes that govern
165,000 acres of reservation and trust lands in Florida.350 The Seminole
343
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Tribe of Florida and the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida, are the
remaining two tribes that survived the federal government’s attempt at
their extinction.351 The small band of surviving tribes successfully
adapted to life in the soggy, mosquito-infested, swamp lands living off of
hunting, trapping, fishing, and trading with non-native settlers.352 The
tribes, acting in their sovereign capacity today, are a necessary partner
with the state and federal government in regulating the quantity and
quality of the water impacting their lands.353 Their position as a
stakeholder continues to be questioned, but the Tribes persist in claiming
their rights to water through litigation and settlement.354
C. The Seminole Tribe in Florida- Negotiation as a Tool for Protection
During the time of assimilation, the Seminole tribe refused to
surrender their land, resisted Congressional efforts to terminate their
existence, and took refuge in remote areas of south Florida.355 They went
to war with the government and refusing to surrender, hid in the
Everglades and the Big Cypress area.356 Despite the large tracts of land
under their sovereign control, the Seminole tribes water rights were still
not clearly established until 1987.357
The Seminoles East Big Cypress Reservation was originally
established in 1935, and the tribe had their lands managed in trust by the
Board of Trustees which included the Governor of Florida and Cabinet,
similar to the federal government’s holding of Indian lands in trust.358 The
State, acting in consort with the federal Army Corps of Engineers, granted
an easement to land through the reservation creating a massive land
project named Lake Okeechobee.359 The state failed to compensate the
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Seminoles for the taking of the land.360 During the rainy season, the areas
within the reservation subject to the easement flooded.361 The State of
Florida and the Seminole tribe found themselves in breach of contract
litigation where the Seminoles claimed that Florida breached its fiduciary
duty and demanded damages.362 Further, the Seminoles claimed they still
had aboriginal title to five million acres of the 1842 reservation land in
south-central Florida.363 Florida and the Seminoles found themselves in
disputes over multiple issues.364 It was during this time that the state
passed the Florida Waters Resource Act of 1972, deciding to divide the
management of the state’s water resources into districts.365 The tribe
refused to comply, stating that Florida had no jurisdiction over them.366
Florida realized that the Seminoles had substantive legal arguments, and
became aware that negotiations needed to occur.367 Negotiations of land
title controversies gave way to the issue of whether Florida’s jurisdiction
over tribal-related matters could be enforced.368 In reliance on the Winters
case, the Seminoles argued that federal government protection made their
water rights claim superior over that of the state.369 In a settlement
negotiation, Florida and the Seminoles, with the oversight of the federal
government’s Department of the Interior, signed the Water Claims
Compact of 1978, a water rights agreement between the Seminole Tribe
of Florida, the state of Florida, and the Southwest Water Management
District (SWFMD) with the effect of being enforceable under federal
law.370 Now by state law, Florida could not restrict the water on Seminole
lands.371 In exchange, the Seminole tribe dismissed their lawsuits for
monetary damages and consented to comply with terms and principles of
the state system, but still be free from direct control by the state or
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SWFMD.372 Further, the tribe agreed not to sue in federal court over water
issues without attempting first to work out issues with the state directly.373
Since that time, the Seminoles administer their own Water Quality
Standard (WQS) through the Tribal Water Code.374 The Environmental
Resource Management Department (“ERMD”) and the Seminole Water
Commission (the “Water Commission”) are the formal avenues that the
Seminoles use to protect reservation waters and monitor conservation of
their water resources.375 The Water Compact as an effective tool to protect
their water rights and the health and maintenance of their way of life.376
The tribe can monitor water quality on their reservation lands, and protect
access to the water needed to sustain their way of life. 377 The Water
Commission rules prevent pollution of water that harms spiritual and
cultural use of the water.378 The comprehensive program for water
protection on their reservation lands can be a model for other tribes
looking to implement water quality, and quantity, standards on their
reservations.379 The Seminoles use their established sovereign rights to
further engage with broader non-native communities in efforts to protect
the entire ecosystem of South Florida, especially with the Everglades
Restoration Initiative.380
D. The Miccosukee: Protecting the Everglades
The Miccosukee Tribe of Indians is a federally recognized tribe that
also finds their home in the Everglades region in Florida.381 The Tribe
utilizes the Everglades ecosystem, including permitting privileges on
federal lands beyond the borders of their reservation.382 For the Tribe, this
ecosystem sustains their religious, cultural, and economic way of life that
includes hunting and fishing.383 Water historically flowed south through
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the Everglades before the construction of Lake Okeechobee.384 The manmade lake cuts off the natural flow of water to the Everglades and
increases the phosphorous concentration of runoff from urban,
agricultural, and residential areas.385 The Miccosukee and Friends of the
Everglades filed suit as plaintiffs against SWFMD as the agency for the
State of Florida when the water management district permitted
contaminated phosphorous-rich pollutants to be backdumped into the
ecosystem.386 Their claim, initiated under the CWA, argued that SWFMD
violated the CWA because they failed to get the proper permitting needed
when increasing adding pollutants.387 The plaintiffs won at the district
court level, but on appeal, the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals stated it
would not be possible to trace where all of the pollutants were coming
from, and ultimately who was responsible for the pollution.388 The case
made it to the U.S. Supreme Court where the Court overruled the
defendants motion for summary judgement, and remanded the case for
further consideration.389 Ruling in favor of the plaintiffs, the Court held
that there were factual issues that needed to be resolved.390 Unfortunately,
the Court missed the opportunity to address environmental injustice of
polluting the Miccosukee Tribes, rendering them unable to live free of
increased pollution negatively impacting their natural habitat.391
Litigation, like the Miccosukee case, settles the legal question with
finality, but the cost of litigation may be prohibitive and timeconsuming.392 It can take up to twenty years to get a decision, and then
once the decision is rendered, it does not necessarily provide the federal
funds to remedy the problem.393 The federal government, acting as trustee
for the interests of the tribe, is not always successful. 394 In those cases,
the tribe may find itself with the burden of proving abuse of discretion
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against the government.395 The issue here may involve bias by the state
court, who may not necessarily understand federal water laws that they
are being asked to enforce.396 The state is allowed to continue dumping
pollutants into the tribes waters free from federal permitting procedures
while the litigation continued.397 Sadly, CWA protected the water vital to
the survival of the tribe, but the Micosukee are powerless to do anything
about it until the issue is fully litigated.398
VI. CONCLUSION
As a cultural society interconnected with the environment, the Indian
tribes are vital to creating long lasting solutions to protecting water
resources.399 Despite efforts to assimilate the native people and erase their
indigenous way of life, public awareness of the rights of this powerful,
yet marginalized people, is growing.400 This is essential because the path
of conquering and abusing non-renewable natural resources is not
sustainable.401 Native American culture teaches oneness with all creation,
and that what is taken from the earth needs to be given back.402 The Native
American tribes are standing up for the truth of their sovereign rights, and
teach non-natives about caring for and protecting the earth.403 Indian
tribes must continue to build their institutional and economic capacity to
self-rule together to strengthen their voices and return towards greater
independency.404 Claiming their sovereign right to self determination will
reframe Indian tribes from having dependent reliance on the federal
government to independent negotiators with protected rights based in
enforceable Treaty agreements.405 The Native American culture and
spiritual way of life offers powerful lessons that need to be incorporated
into the non Native culture. Native Americans must return as the
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caretakers of the land and water embrace and be recognized for the key
role and purpose they provide in solving our looming water crisis.

